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hy didn’t you ask before? This question too often lacks a
reasonable answer. Consider the case of Alice who, learning
that her friend Bob was visiting her city, rushed to invite him to stay
at her place—only to find, once the offer had been gratefully accepted, that Bob would occupy her living room for a whole month.
Most people would agree: Alice should have asked before.
However, Alice’s behavior is not uncommon. We often refrain
from gathering information about the costs and benefits of our
interactions with others, and often with good reason: When the
situation is reversed, we prefer people who directly agree to do
us a favor over those who only agree after carefully weighing
costs and benefits. Why do we have this preference? If someone
agrees to do us a favor—or to cooperate with us in any other
way—why should we care about how they made their decision?
Intuitively, aversion to information gathering can be beneficial
because it makes us prefer people who are more likely to cooperate. In addition, people who would in principle want to
gather information may be inhibited by others’ aversion to it. To
illustrate these two mechanisms, let us first consider a simple
scenario in which two types of people exist: unreliable and reliable. Unreliable types only cooperate in a limited set of conditions and need to gather additional information to decide
whether they will cooperate in any particular situation. In contrast, reliable types cooperate in all situations. Therefore, those
who gather information reveal themselves as unreliable, and
aversion to information gathering allows us to avoid them (Fig.
1A). In contrast, consider now a situation in which only the
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1606456113

unreliable type exists. Here information gathering does not inform about the type, because there is only one (the same would
happen in a population with several types, if we can distinguish
them in any other way). However, the unreliable cooperators can
sometimes be manipulated: The threat of a punishment for
gathering information may force them to make a blind decision,
which under some conditions will be more cooperative than an
informed one. Aversion to information gathering can therefore
help to manipulate these unreliable types (Fig. 1B).
Both preferential interactions and manipulation are well understood, but not in the context of information gathering. Manipulation (in a broad sense) is at the core of game theory, where
one player’s strategy may determine the other’s (1, 2). In particular, cooperation is often sustained by the threat of a future
punishment or the promise of a future reward (3–6). Preferential
interactions are beneficial in heterogeneous populations, where
long-lasting relationships are formed with beneficial partners
and not with detrimental ones (7–10). Although distinct, both
mechanisms are often interdependent, for example when punishment takes the form of terminating a beneficial relationship
(7–10). Preferential interactions are often studied in the context
of incomplete information, where signals indicate (explicitly or
implicitly) whether their sender is a beneficial partner (7–12).
However, none these studies addresses a player’s choice to
gather external information. Instead, they typically consider that
one player has information that is relevant for the other (or for
both) and may choose how much to share. The choice to gather
information has been studied mainly in two cases: when gathering or processing information is costly, so subjects choose their
actions using simple heuristics instead of fully analyzing the situation (13–15), and in the context of strategic ignorance, where
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It is common sense that costs and benefits should be carefully
weighed before deciding on a course of action. However, we often
disapprove of people who do so, even when their actual decision
benefits us. For example, we prefer people who directly agree to
do us a favor over those who agree only after securing enough
information to ensure that the favor will not be too costly. Why
should we care about how people make their decisions, rather
than just focus on the decisions themselves? Current models show
that punishment of information gathering can be beneficial
because it forces blind decisions, which under some circumstances
enhances cooperation. Here we show that aversion to information
gathering can be beneficial even in the absence of punishment,
due to a different mechanism: preferential interactions with
reliable partners. In a diverse population where different people
have different—and unknown—preferences, those who seek additional information before agreeing to cooperate reveal that their
preferences are close to the point where they would choose not to
cooperate. Blind cooperators are therefore more likely to keep
cooperating even if conditions change, and aversion to information gathering helps to interact preferentially with them. Conversely, blind defectors are more likely to keep defecting in the
future, leading to a preference for informed defectors over blind
ones. Both mechanisms—punishment to force blind decisions and
preferential interactions—give qualitatively different predictions,
which may enable experimental tests to disentangle them in realworld situations.

behavior, (ii) end the game if player 1 defects, or (iii) end the
game if player 1 looks or defects (we abbreviate this strategy with
“end if P1 looks”). Each player’s average payoff depends both on
the payoffs distributed in each round and on the number of
rounds played (Fig. 2B). Except for the last section, where we
will discuss preference for looking, we will assume that pb + (1 −
p)d < 0, meaning that player 2 is harmed on average by a player 1
who only cooperates when the temptation is low.
As in the real-life situations the game intends to mimic, in
any given round the payoffs depend only on whether player 1

A
Fig. 1. Two mechanisms promote aversion to information gathering.
(A) Preferential interactions: In a heterogeneous population with two types
(reliable and unreliable), those who gather information reveal themselves to
be unreliable, even if they cooperate in the present situation. Aversion to
information gathering then helps to avoid these unreliable types. (B) Manipulation: Even if there is no uncertainty about the type (in this example
because only one type exists), aversion to information gathering can be
useful, because punishing information gatherers may prevent them from
acquiring information. Without information, they may be forced to cooperate more often than they would otherwise.

having a given piece of information can—surprisingly—lead to
lower payoffs (16–19). In contrast, we focus on the case where
one player can costlessly acquire a piece of information that only
refers to her own payoffs, and that would help her to make a
more profitable decision.
This case has been addressed recently by a model called “the
envelope game” (20, 21). In this paper we first show that—
although both manipulation and preferential interactions are
usually invoked to explain aversion to information gathering (20–
24)—the current implementation of the envelope game only
captures manipulation. Next, we extend the framework to heterogeneous populations to include preferential interactions. We
find qualitative differences between the two mechanisms, with
experimentally testable differences about the effect of punishment and the cost of detecting information gathering. Finally, we
show that in some conditions preferential interactions lead to the
opposite effect: preference for information gathering.

B

C

Results
The Envelope Game in Homogeneous Populations. Let us begin with
the original implementation of the envelope game (20), which is
a repeated asymmetric game between two players (Fig. 2A). In
every round, player 1 receives a closed envelope that contains a
temptation to defect. This temptation can have a low value (cl >
0) with probability p, or a high value (ch > cl) with probability 1 − p.
Player 1 must first decide whether to look inside the envelope
and then whether to cooperate or to defect. If player 1 cooperates, she gets a payoff a and player 2 gets a payoff b; if player 1
defects, she gets whatever was in the envelope (either cl or ch)
and player 2 gets a negative payoff, d < 0. Then, player 2, who is
aware of player 1’s actions and of the content of the envelope,
decides whether to continue or to end the game. If he decides to
continue, another round is played with probability w (with
probability 1 − w, the game ends anyway). In the new round, a
new temptation is randomly put inside the envelope. We will
consider the following strategies, which will be sufficient to describe our main results: Player 1 can (i) cooperate without
looking, (ii) cooperate with looking (meaning that she will look
in the envelope but then will always cooperate regardless of the
temptation), (iii) look in the envelope and cooperate if the
temptation is low and defect if it is high, or (iv) always defect.
Player 2 can (i) always end the game, regardless of player 1’s
13996 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1606456113

Fig. 2. In homogeneous populations, the envelope game predicts aversion to
looking as a means to manipulate the other player’s strategy. (A) Schematic of
the game. (B) Payoff table for the essential strategies. Strategy “end if P1 looks”
stands for “end if P1 looks or defects.” All payoffs are long-term averages [for
example, the top-left payoff to player 1 is the single-round payoff a times the
average number of rounds (1 − w)−1]. Payoffs for player 1 on blue background,
and payoffs for player 2 on orange background. (C) Proportion of rounds in
which player 1 cooperates, when playing a best response against “end if P1
looks” (solid black line) or “end if P1 defects” (red dashed line), and as a
function of parameter a (payoff to player 1 when she cooperates). The rest of
the parameters are fixed at b = 1.5, cl = 1, ch = 10, d = −5, w = 0.4, and P = 0.6.
One can check that the conditions in the x axis are necessary for each best
response by inspecting the payoff table in B. SI Appendix, section 2 shows that
they are also sufficient and gives more general expressions. Green shade marks
the region where aversion to looking exists.
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The Envelope Game in Heterogeneous Populations. In real life, different people face different costs and benefits when facing the
same situation. For example, the cost of hosting a friend depends
on whether one lives in a big house with a guest room or in a
small studio, and the pleasure derived from the visit depends on
how much one likes the visitor. Even when interacting with people
we know, some of these factors remain uncertain, which makes it
difficult to predict the other person’s preferred strategy. This uncertainty is not reflected in the envelope game as described above,
which is a game with imperfect but complete information (imperfect because the temptation in the envelope is unknown; complete
because both players have the same information).
A simple way to incorporate the uncertainty about the other
player’s preferences is to assume that the population is heterogeneous, containing different types of players with different
payoffs (25, 26). In the simplest case we consider a population
composed of two types of player 1, which differ only in their
payoff for cooperation (parameter a). We call the type with
higher a “favorable type” (or player 1F), because she will be more
prone to cooperating. Similarly, we call the type with lower a
“unfavorable type” (or player 1U). Player 2 knows that there are
Pérez-Escudero et al.

two types and the differences between them but does not know
with which type he is playing in any given interaction, so the
game now has incomplete information. Player 2 must find a
strategy that maximizes his expected payoff in every situation,
given his best estimate about the type he is playing with [in
technical terms, we are interested in the sequential equilibria of
the game (27, 28)].
In such a heterogeneous population, aversion to looking occurs in a wide range of conditions and does not necessarily imply
manipulation (Fig. 3A): Aversion to looking can exist even when
“end if P1 looks” fails to change the behavior of any player 1
(Fig. 3B, Top). In these conditions, aversion to looking arises
because it helps player 2 to interact preferentially with the favorable type, who cooperates in every round and does not need
to look. The unfavorable type looks and cooperates only when
the temptation is low, so “end if P1 looks” allows prolonged
beneficial interactions with the favorable type, while ending the
game immediately when playing with the unfavorable one. In
contrast, “end if P1 defects” is not equally efficient at protecting
player 2 from the unfavorable type (Fig. 3B, Bottom).
Thus, population heterogeneity introduces a new mechanism
that supports aversion to looking: preferential interactions with
the favorable types in the population. The manipulative mechanism that we saw in homogeneous populations is also present in
heterogeneous ones, taking place whenever at least one type of
player 1 can be forced to cooperate by “end if P1 looks” but not
by “end if P1 defects” (green and striped areas in Fig. 3 A, C, and
D). Each mechanism on its own can produce aversion to looking,
but they can also act simultaneously (striped areas in Fig. 3 A and
C). See SI Appendix, section 2 for the general conditions where
each mechanism takes place.
We find no evidence of any other mechanism: Whenever
aversion to looking exists, it is due either to manipulation, preferential interactions, or both (proof is given in SI Appendix, section 2).
The mechanism of preferential interactions adds a new interpretation to the host’s dilemma: Bob is unsure about how
willing Alice is to host him (represented by a in the model).
Alice’s question—or its absence—gives Bob extra information: If
she needs to ask to make the decision, she is probably not very
happy to host him (in the model, looking indicates that a is below
some threshold). Friends who ask thus reveal themselves to be
less prone to cooperate than those who do not, and although this
may not matter in the current interaction, it may matter in the
future. Thus, Bob should prefer to interact with friends who do
not ask.
Our analysis has been based on the existence of a sequential
equilibrium where player 1 plays “cooperate without looking”
and player 2 plays “end if P1 defects.” Even when this equilibrium exists, the game may have other alternative equilibria (see
SI Appendix, section 7). To test that the equilibrium that gives
rise to aversion to looking is dynamically stable, we have run
simulations using the replicator equation. We find that the
equilibrium is indeed stable and is chosen over alternatives with
high probability, especially in heterogeneous populations (SI
Appendix, section 3).
In the following sections we show that preferential interactions
increase the prevalence of aversion to looking, and that they
differ from the manipulative mechanism in several qualitative
ways: (i) They remove the need for punishment, (ii) they make
aversion to looking robust to costly detection of looking, and (iii)
they may create the opposite effect: preference for looking.
Prevalence of Aversion to Looking in Heterogeneous Populations.

Population heterogeneity promotes aversion to looking by widening the conditions in which it exists. Increasing population
heterogeneity by adding a new type of player 1 can only enable
an aversion to looking, and never prevent it (see SI Appendix,
section 2). The intuition behind this result is that the strategy
PNAS | December 6, 2016 | vol. 113 | no. 49 | 13997
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cooperates or defects, regardless of whether she looks in the
envelope or not. Therefore, why should player 2 care about
looking, and not just about cooperation? To identify conditions
in which caring about looking is beneficial to player 2 we explore
the Nash equilibria of the game, which are states in which no
player has an incentive to deviate from their current strategy. We
say that aversion to looking exists when “cooperate without
looking” and “end if P1 looks” form a Nash equilibrium, whereas
“cooperate with looking” and “end if P1 defects” do not. We
exclude conditions where this second equilibrium exists because
all payoffs are identical in both equilibria, so in these situations
caring about looking is not strictly beneficial to player 2.
Hoffman et al. (20) showed that aversion to looking exists
when player 2 can enforce reliable cooperation by preventing
player 1 from looking. To illustrate this, let us consider a case in
which player 1’s payoff for cooperation is between the two
temptations to defect, cl < a < ch. To maximize her one-round
payoff, she should play “look and cooperate only when temptation is low.” However, if player 2 plays “end if P1 defects,”
defecting to collect the high temptation means losing the benefits
of all future rounds. She will therefore prefer to cooperate in
every round if these future benefits are higher than the high
temptation [a/(1 − w) > ch, where 1/(1 − w) is the average
number of rounds; Fig. 2C, red dashed line]. In contrast, if player
2 plays “end if P1 looks,” player 1 must decide without knowing
the exact temptation. Her expected payoff if she looks is pa +
(1 − p)ch, so she will cooperate without looking when a/(1 − w) >
pa + (1 − p)ch (Fig. 2C, black line). Aversion to looking exists in
the intermediate range where “end if P1 looks” forces player 1 to
cooperate whereas “end if P1 defects” does not (Fig. 2C; see SI
Appendix, section 2 for the general proof). Therefore, aversion to
looking is always manipulative in homogeneous populations.
It is illustrative to consider this result in the context of our introductory host’s dilemma: Alice (player 1) would benefit from
asking Bob (player 2) for how long he wants to stay, and host him
only if the visit is short. However, if Bob reacts to the question by
punishing Alice, for example by getting angry or terminating the
friendship (the equivalent of ending the game), Alice will refrain
from asking. Bob benefits from this situation: He can abuse Alice’s
hospitality with occasional long stays, because she will always agree
to host him without asking. This mechanism requires Bob to be
able to punish Alice strongly enough, a requirement that is often
not met in real life. We will now show that this mechanism—which
emerges from the current implementation of the envelope game
(20)—is only one of the possible explanations for the existence of
aversion to information gathering.

“end if P1 looks” works well with any type of player 1: It protects
player 2 from types with low values of a by ending the game at
once, forces types with intermediate values of a to cooperate,
and maintains the interaction with types with high values of a.
Therefore, adding new types of player 1 increases the probability
of hitting a combination of types that requires playing “end if P1
looks.” Likewise, in populations with many types the strength of
aversion to looking increases as the types become more different
(Fig. 4; see SI Appendix, section 2 for a general proof).
The Role of Punishment. In the envelope game, when player 2 ends
the game he simultaneously protects himself from potential future losses and strips player 1 from potential future gains, effectively punishing her. This punishment is required for the
manipulative mechanism that leads to aversion to looking in
homogeneous populations. In contrast, the mechanism of preferential interactions in heterogeneous populations does not need
any kind of punishment: Aversion to information gathering can
emerge even if player 2 cannot affect player 1’s payoffs—that is,
even if player 1’s payoffs are the same regardless of whether
player 2 ends the game (SI Appendix, section 4).
Aversion to Looking When Detecting Looking Is Costly. In real-life
situations it can be costly to detect that another person is gathering information. If player 2 needs to pay such a cost—even an
infinitesimal one—the strategy “end if P1 looks” cannot be part
of a pure equilibrium in a homogeneous population (SI Appendix, section 5). Although it can be part of a mixed equilibrium,
mixed equilibria are not stable in asymmetric games such as the
envelope game (29, 30). Therefore, this cost would make aversion to looking unsustainable in homogeneous populations. In contrast, the cost makes no qualitative difference in a heterogeneous

population: Aversion to looking remains stable for as long as the
benefit it gives to player 2 outweighs the cost (SI Appendix,
section 5).
Preference for Looking. So far we have discussed aversion to
looking. However, in some conditions the model predicts the
opposite effect: Player 2 will end the game if player 1 does not
look. The transition between aversion to looking and preference
for looking depends on whether player 2 obtains a net negative
or positive payoff from interacting with unreliable cooperators
(types of player 1 who look in the envelope and cooperate only
when the temptation to defect is low). Until now we have only
studied the case when this net payoff was negative [pb + (1 − p)d < 0],
and aversion to looking protected player 2 from the unreliable
cooperators.
When the interactions with unreliable cooperators are beneficial [pb + (1 − p)d > 0], player 2 no longer needs to protect
himself from them. In this situation, the problem is to distinguish
unreliable cooperators (who are beneficial) from all-defectors
(who are detrimental). Looking is informative because a player 1
who defects without looking is surely an all-defector, whereas
one who looks before defecting may be an unreliable cooperator.
To analyze preference for looking we need to consider new
strategies: for player 1, “defect with looking” and “defect without
looking”; for player 2, “end if P1 defects when temptation is low
or defects without looking” and “end if P1 defects when temptation is low (regardless of looking)” (SI Appendix, section 6).
We say that preference for looking exists when there is a sequential equilibrium where at least one type of player 1 plays
“defect with looking” and player 2 plays “end if P1 defects when
temptation is low or defects without looking,” and there is no
payoff-equivalent sequential equilibrium where a type of player 1

Fig. 3. In heterogeneous populations, aversion to
looking allows player 2 to interact preferentially with
beneficial partners. (A) Existence of aversion to looking
in a population with two types, as a function of their
payoffs for cooperation (aU for the unfavorable type
and aF for the favorable one). The rest of the parameters are fixed at b = 1.5, cl = 1, ch = 10, d = −5, w = 0.4,
and P = 0.6. White: aversion to looking does not exist.
Green: aversion to looking exists and is purely manipulative. Purple: aversion to looking exists, and comes
purely from preferential interactions. Stripes: aversion
to looking exists, and both mechanisms are at play simultaneously. Blue bars indicate the best response of
each type of player 1 to “end if P1 looks” for each
value of parameter a (CWOL, “cooperate without
looking”; D, “always defect”; Look, “look and cooperate only when temptation is low”). (B) Analysis
for a representative point where aversion to looking comes purely from preferential interactions. (Top)
Proportion of rounds in which each type of player 1
cooperates when playing a best response to “end if P1
defects” (red) or to “end if P1 looks” (black). (Bottom)
Average number of rounds played against each type of
player 1 when player 2 plays “end if P1 defects” (red)
or “end if P1 looks” (black), and player 1 plays her best
response. (C) Same as B, but for a representative point
of the region with both manipulation and preferential
interactions. (D) Same as B, but for a representative
point of the region where only preferential interactions
take place.
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plays “defect with looking” and player 2 plays “end if P1 defects
when temptation is low (regardless of looking).”
Preference for looking requires population heterogeneity and
emerges when at least one type of player 1 always defects, at least
one type of player 1 looks and cooperates when the temptation is
low, and when the interactions with the unreliable type are very
beneficial for player 2. To illustrate this point, we consider again
a population with two types of player 1 (X and Y). We fix the
payoff for cooperation of type Y (aY), such that she will be an
unreliable cooperator (i.e., will play “look and cooperate if the
temptation is low”). Then, we study the game when changing
the payoff for cooperation for the other type (aX), and also the
payoff that player 2 obtains when player 1 cooperates (b). This
second parameter controls whether the interactions with unreliable cooperators are on average detrimental or beneficial for
player 2. When these interactions are detrimental, we recover
our previous results: Aversion to looking emerges when type X
has high enough payoff to cooperate without looking. Preference
for looking emerges when type Y has a very low payoff for cooperation, so will always defect, and when the interactions with
the unreliable type are very beneficial for player 2 (Fig. 5C). In
the intermediate regime, neither of them arises: Interactions
with unreliable types are beneficial, so aversion to looking makes
no sense, but they are not beneficial enough to compensate for
the possibility of being tricked by all-defectors who look. In this
regime other strategies such as “end if P1 defects” are most efficient, and player 2 is indifferent to looking. See SI Appendix,
section 6 for the general description.
Real-life situations may contain both aversion and preference
for information gathering. For example, when somebody asks for
an unspecified favor, the kindest answer is to agree without
hesitation (i.e., not gather information). However, in many cases
it is acceptable to ask what favor it is before granting it. What is
not acceptable is to refuse to do the favor without even asking
what it was. This response is usually considered very rude, and in
fact it is used (very infrequently) to actively signal dislike toward
the person who asked for the favor. The envelope game contains
the essentials to understand this situation. First, refusing without
asking about the favor signals that even low-cost favors would
not be granted. Second, we rarely see this response, because
mimicking a willingness to cooperate by asking for details is practically costless. Third, because of this low cost we consider asking
before refusing as the baseline, and not doing so as an active signal.
Pérez-Escudero et al.
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Fig. 4. Population diversity promotes aversion to looking. We consider a
population with infinite types, whose payoff for cooperation (a) is distributed uniformly in an interval of width δa. We show the proportion of cases in
which aversion to looking exists as a function of the width of the interval,
averaged over all possible centers of the interval between 0 and 15. The rest
of the parameters are fixed at b = 1.5, cl = 1, ch = 10, d = −5, w = 0.4, and P =
0.6. For the analytical derivation of the line, see SI Appendix, section 2.

Discussion
We conclude that two different mechanisms generate aversion to
information gathering: manipulation, where the aversion enforces
blind cooperation, and preferential interactions, where the aversion
distinguishes between desirable and undesirable partners. In homogeneous populations we can only find the manipulative mechanism,
whereas heterogeneous populations support both mechanisms.
Our results widen the conditions where we can expect aversion to
looking, adding new qualitative predictions. From a model incorporating only manipulation, we would expect aversion to looking
to occur only when punishment is strong enough to enforce cooperation, whereas our results show that punishment is often not
required at all. Also, pure manipulation would not predict aversion
to looking if detection of looking is costly, whereas preferential
interactions do. Finally, preferential interactions give rise to the
opposite effect: preference for information gathering. These differences between the two mechanisms are experimentally testable,
for example by manipulating the strength of punishment and the
cost of detecting information gathering in controlled experiments
(such as those in refs. 23 and 24). Also, when analyzing real-life
situations manipulation and preferential interactions will occur simultaneously, and they will be difficult to disentangle. The role of
punishment and cost of detection of information gathering may give
us a way to distinguish the dominant mechanism in different situations. For example, lack of punishment indicates preferential interactions, whereas strong punishment indicates manipulation. In
particular, spiteful behavior, where individuals are willing to pay a
cost to punish others, is suggestive of manipulation.
A general principle encompasses both aversion and preference
for information gathering. Information gathering indicates that
the current behavior (either cooperation or defection) may
change in the future. Therefore, when people cooperate we
prefer them to do so without gathering information; when they
defect, we prefer them to do so after gathering information.

Fig. 5. Transition between aversion to looking and preference for
looking. Occurrence of aversion to looking (purple and green/purple
stripes) and preference for looking (dark red) in a population with two
types of player 1 (X and Y). Type Y has fixed payoff for cooperation,
a Y = 3, and the x axis shows the payoff for cooperation of type X (a X ).
The y axis shows the payoff that player 2 gets when player 1 cooperates (b).
The rest of the parameters are fixed at b = 1.5, cl = 1, ch = 10, d = −5, w =
0.4, and P = 0.6. α = −dð2 − p − w − ð1 − pÞ2 wÞ=½p − ð1 − pÞpw. See SI Appendix,
section 6 for the derivations.
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Preference for looking is closely related to excuses. Consider a
modification of the game where player 2 cannot see the temptation
in the envelope, and player 1 can lie about it. Then, an all-defector
could adopt the strategy “look in the envelope, always report the
high temptation and defect,” to appear as an unreliable cooperator. This behavior is comparable to giving an excuse, where
one signals a cost for cooperation higher than the actual one.
Manipulative mechanisms in repeated games are often complicated by renegotiation, if the players can communicate and
reconsider their strategies during the game. For example, consider a player 1 who cooperates without looking in response to
player 2’s threat to end the game. If player 1 deviates and defects, player 2 should end the game. However, both players
would benefit from player 2’s forgiving this deviation, if player 1
reverts to cooperate without looking. This situation produces a
conflict. On the one hand, a credible threat of punishment is
needed to force player 1 to cooperate. On the other, forgiveness
is beneficial for both players after the actual deviation. This
conflict is present in the envelope game when only the manipulative mechanism is active [in this case, the equilibrium is not
renegotiation-proof (31, 32)]. A detailed study of this issue may
be an interesting topic for future research, especially because
pure preferential interactions are less prone to renegotiation:
When playing against an unreliable cooperator who cannot be
manipulated, renegotiation plays no role because player 1 would
never agree to cooperate without looking, and when playing
against a reliable cooperator, punishment is not needed.
The envelope game may have more equilibria than those discussed here. In particular, in some conditions there is a sequential
equilibrium where player 2 always end the game (SI Appendix,
section 7). This equilibrium always coexists with aversion to looking
in homogeneous populations, and in some conditions in heterogeneous ones. However, whenever aversion to looking exists, the
equilibrium where player 2 plays “end if P1 looks” Pareto-dominates the one where he plays “always end” (i.e., all players get
higher or equal payoffs in the “end if P1 looks” equilibrium and for
at least one player they are strictly higher; SI Appendix, section 7).
Therefore, if given the opportunity to choose among both equilibria,

all players would agree to choose the “end if P1 looks” one, which
gives rise to aversion to looking.
The mechanism of preferential interactions is related to ideas
regarding different levels of communication considered in
psychology (33). These argue that messages can convey both
their explicit content and implicit information about the relationship of the two actors (something referred to as “report”
and “command” aspects of communication, respectively). In
the context of our model, the explicit message can be player 1’s
question asking for details (for example, how long the guest
wants to stay). The implicit information comes from the fact
that player 2 can refine his estimate about the value of a, which
determines the relationship between both players (in the sense
that it will determine the strategy of player 1 in future
interactions).
In the envelope game, partner quality is inferred solely based
on behavior during the current game. However, in reality, the
partner’s behavior during past interactions with others often
provides further information regarding their quality, giving rise
to reputation effects (34). In particular, seeking information can
lead potential future partners to infer that the information
gatherer is a less desirable partner, who is likely to cooperate
only under a limited set of conditions, and therefore decline
future interactions with him (23). Even when this avoidance is
not intended to punish unreliable partners, it can still reduce
their expected future payoffs and thus serve as an effective
punishment that can enforce blind cooperation. Therefore, although the conditions for manipulation are restrictive, it may be
prevalent in heterogeneous populations due to the impact of
reputation on preferential interactions, highlighting the importance of taking population heterogeneity into account.
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